Join our team, Make a difference, Be Inspired!

We Need You!
Volunteers are an integral part of the Main Stay team. A single rider may need as many as three volunteers to support their lesson. Main Stay would not be able to operate without our dedicated volunteer force. Volunteer support is crucial to our mission and programs.

Our Mission
To encourage, enrich, and empower individuals through the therapeutic benefits of horses, animals, and nature in an uplifting and nurturing setting. Main Stay is a place where bodies are challenged, minds embrace possibilities, and spirits are renewed.

Who We Are
Main Stay is a non-profit social service agency that provides therapeutic riding and horsemanship, equine and animal assisted learning, as well as adaptive gardening programs. All instructors are certified through PATH Intl. Programs are offered in a caring, safe, challenging, natural environment on our beautiful 40-acre farm and state-of-the-art equine facility.

Volunteer Opportunities

- **Therapeutic Riding and Horsemanship**
  - Horse Handler
  - Sidewalker
  - Groomer

- **Equine and Animal Assisted Learning**
  - Group Assistant
  - Gardening Assistant
  - Special Event or Fundraising Committee

For More Information Call 815-653-9374
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